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Introduction
Although Constant's definition of modern liberty continues to attract the attention of political theorists and public intellectuals, others are now exploring new and different dimensions of his work. The OEuvres complètes de Benjamin Constant, begun in 1988 and led by an international team of experts, is contributing to this trend. The editorial committee has projected a total of fifty-four volumes divided into two series, one devoted to Constant's correspondence and the other to his published and unpublished works. This ongoing publishing event (twenty volumes of which have appeared so far) is facilitating new approaches to him. The Institut and Association Benjamin Constant, established in 1979 in Lausanne, Switzerland, lends its support by collaborating on the OEuvres complètes, by sponsoring publications such as the Annales Benjamin Constant, and by organizing regular conferences.
The Cambridge Companion to Constant is both a reflection of and a contribution to this ongoing Constant revival. Its aim is to introduce interested readers to Constant and to the secondary literature about him. Constant made seminal contributions to diverse fields, from literature, psychology, and political theory to the history of religion. A consequence of this is that scholarship has been scattered in different scholarly disciplines. The resulting problem of accessibility is compounded by the fact that much of this recent scholarship is in languages other than English. One of the aims of this Cambridge Companion is to gather into one English-language volume some of the most exemplary recent scholarship from around Preface xi the world on the various dimensions of Constant's oeuvre. Another is to combat simplistic interpretations of Constant's life and thought by bringing to the foreground its nuances, depth, and even tensions and ambiguities.
overview of the volume Dennis Wood's biographical sketch reminds us that Constant's metamorphosis into a successful French politician and renowned political theorist was far from foreseeable at the outset. He had rather inauspicious beginnings -a foreign birth, a highly erratic upbringing, and a complicated family life -and he encountered many hurdles along the way. And yet he managed to carve out for himself a successful career under the wildly fluctuating political circumstances of Revolutionary and post-Revolutionary France. Wood attributes his ability to overcome these obstacles to a steadfast commitment to his political principles and his lifelong attachment to liberalism.
The first, and most substantial, section of this volume is devoted to Constant as political theorist and actor. It begins with a muchcelebrated essay by Marcel Gauchet, reproduced here for the first time in English and in slightly abbreviated form. When it originally appeared in 1980, this essay helped to propel the Constant revival. Gauchet, who has since become one of France's most prominent contemporary philosophers, believes Constant's brilliance to lie in the many insights he offers into the contradictions of modernity and the dangers of democracy. Gauchet admires Constant for his prescience in combining certain conservative, essentially monarchical, principles with progressive, emancipatory ones.
The second essay in this section is by the American political theorist Stephen Holmes. In 1984, Holmes's Benjamin Constant and the Making of Modern Liberalism also helped to rekindle interest in Constant, especially in the Anglophone world. In his essay for this volume, Holmes offers a fresh reading of Constant, focusing on his forceful denunciation, more than two hundred years ago, of a government's use of informants, secret denunciations, and military tribunals. Holmes finds Constant's steadfast defense of legal procedures and transparency in a time of war particularly relevant to the current political climate in the United States. Constant understood that modern liberty is closely related to, and indeed dependent on, The next three essays locate Constant within the liberal debates of his own time, highlighting his originality and distinctiveness. Stefano De Luca discusses Constant's pronouncements on the Terror, evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of his arguments, and how they evolved over time. As Constant grappled with the thought of Rousseau, and seized on the modern/ancient liberty distinction, his argument became more sophisticated and characteristically liberal. Jennifer Pitts's essay broaches a new topic in Constant scholarship, namely, his views on empire and slavery. She notes that although Constant was an outspoken opponent of both imperial expansion and the slave trade, his pronouncements on slavery reveal some not insignificant tensions and ambiguities. In the final essay in this section, Robert Alexander describes Constant's career as a Restoration politician. Liberals have often been portrayed as uninterested in politics, or at least as downgrading the value of political engagement. By contrast, Alexander shows Constant's deep commitment to political practice, emphasizing his crucial role as a pragmatic strategist and grassroots organizer for the Liberal Opposition.
The second section of this volume considers Constant as a psychologist and analyst of society. Interdisciplinary perspectives, informed by psychology, literature, and history, are offered on both Constant's own emotional state and his analytical skills. One of the many particularities of Constant is not just that he led an interesting and full life, but that he reflected so deeply on it and wrote so copiously about it. Steven Vincent broaches the topic of Constant's relationships with women. Traditionally, Constant's many love affairs either have been dismissed as irrelevant or have exposed him to ridicule and disdain. Instead, Vincent illustrates how very interesting and varied Constant's relationships with women were and how important they were to his emotional and intellectual development.
Preface xiii
Vincent shows that Constant's reflections about love and intimacy informed his thinking about morals and politics.
Gerald Izenberg argues that from the very beginning of his political career, Constant displayed deep ambivalence toward the selfinterested motivations that he simultaneously saw as the foundation of modern liberty. Constant spent a lot of time thinking about the needs of "individuality" -what Izenberg refers to as the "Romantic self." Patrick Coleman highlights the close connections that exist between Constant's literary and political works, once again refuting any reduction of his thought to the mere protection of private interests. He examines the distinctive meaning Constant attached to "literature" and how Constant's literary productions related to his broader commitments. The final essay in this section, by Etienne Hofmann, analyzes the key concept of "perfectibility" in Constant's thought. It is a notion that spanned multiple disciplines, including literature, moral philosophy, and history. As Hofmann explains, the concept also had definite political resonances that Constant was keen to exploit.
The final section of this volume turns to a long-neglected, but now recognized as central, aspect of Constant's oeuvre: his thoughts on religion. It is a well-known fact that Constant began research on a history of religion at the age of eighteen and continued working on it throughout his life, until he finally published it as the fivevolume De la religion considérée dans sa sources, ses formes et ses développements (1824-31). In the meantime, he wrote other pieces on religion, some of which he published and some of which he did not. It is also known that Constant himself regarded his research into religion as his most important undertaking and, as Tzvetan Todorov reminds us, it was for De la religion that he most wished to be remembered. Against those who have dismissed this book as somehow irrelevant and outdated, Todorov insists that it continues to convey a valuable and enduring message: far from disappearing over time, Constant shows why religion is here to stay. Moreover, Todorov believes that Constant's approach to religion, pathbreaking for its time, makes him one of the founders of religious anthropology.
The essays by Laurence Dickey and Bryan Garsten show how wrong it is to compartmentalize Constant's writings on religion. They highlight the fact that Constant's liberalism was always 
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1816
On January 27, Constant and Charlotte travel to London, where they stay until the end of July.
In the spring, Constant publishes Adolphe.
In September, he returns to Paris.
In answer to Chateaubriand's De la monarchie selon la charte, Constant publishes De la doctrine politique qui peut réunir les partis en France.
1817
Constant revives the Mercure de France.
Elected deputy from Sarthe, he becomes an important participant in debates.
On July 14, Madame de Staël dies in Paris.
In September, Constant fails to get elected to the Chamber. 
1819
In February, Constant delivers at the Athénée royal his famous lecture "De la liberté des anciens comparéeà celle des modernes."
On March 25, he is elected to the Chamber. He is very active there.
On June 15, Constant and friends found the daily newspaper the Renommée.
In September, Constant's Mémoires sur les Cent-Jours begin to appear in the Minerve.
1820
The Duc de Berry is assassinated on February 13. Constant plays an important role in the debates that follow.
1820-22
Constant delivers major speeches on the freedom of the press and on the slave trade.
1821
Constant makes more than thirty-five speeches in the Chamber.
1822
Constant makes more than thirty speeches in the Chamber.
In January, Constant publishes the first part of Commentaire sur l'ouvrage de Filangieri; the second part comes out in 1824.
On November 3, he loses the election in la Sarthe. 
